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Abstract—The Interactive segmentation intends to separate 

the object from the image. To improve the efficiency of 

interactive segmentation, the various methods were derived 

proper boundary conditions between background and objects. In 

interactive segmentation methods, the small sets of the labelled 

pixelsso called seed pixels are selected to represent both 

background and object. Smoothed Dirichlet process multiple 

views learning (sDPMVL) was the best method to predict the 

label ofunlabeled pixels using seed pixels. After the labeling 

process by sDPMVL, an improved adaptive MRF model with 

modified graph cut algorithm was utilized to smooth 

segmentation. However, the shape information of objects was not 

considered in these approaches which cause lack in smoothness. 

In order to solve this issue, a modified graph cut algorithm with 

Adaptive Shape prior is used to further improve the smoothness 

in the segment labelled by sDPMV. The Adaptive shape prior 

term performs by adding the shape term in the energy function 

based on a probability map. The experimental results show that 

the proposed method is achieves better smoothness of the 

segmentation. 

Keywords— Interactive segmentation, Markov random field, 

adaptive shape prior, modified graph cut. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

 The image segmentation [1] is the most important and 
challenging technique in computer version. Still the image 

processing has the more issues because of the segmentation 
technique. The image segmentation is utilized in many 
important applications. This technique used to partitioning the 
image in to homogeneous regions based on user requirements. 
The graph cut algorithm is the one of the important application 
of the image segmentation technique. The graph cut technique 
[2] initialized by automatic or interactive identification of 
region of the objects and background. Hence the parameter 
selection is the very critical issue in the graph cut algorithm. In 
the initial phase the parameter is fixed to achieve the efficient 
results to certain images. In the graph cut algorithm [3] focus 
only the data term and boundary term does not took the shape 
prior term. An improved adaptive MRF model [4] with 
modified graph cut algorithm is improve the smoothness in 
segment label. However, the shape information of objects was 
not considered in these approaches which cause lack in 
smoothness. 

To solve this issue in this paper the Smoothed DPMVL 
(sDPMVL) Adaptive MRF with Modified Graph cut and 
Adaptive shape prior proposed. The detailed description about 
the proposed technique mentioned in section 3. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Adaptive graph cut segmentation [5] proposed intuitive and 
adaptive parameter selection to segmentation using the graph 
cut. In this method the grey scale image of the cell transformed 
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to minimize the dynamic range of foreground pixels to extract 
the boundaries of the cells. The extracted boundary cell adjusts 
dynamically and contextualises the parameter value of the 
graph cut. The experimental result assure that the proposed 
method efficiently perform in the image segmentation process. 
Since the proposed method has efficiently work in medical 
field only. 

Modified Graph cut Algorithm in Adaptive shape prior [6] 
proposed the modified graph cut segmentation technique to 
increase the speed and accuracy of the classical graph cut 
approach. The proposed technique is reduced the noise and 
object occlusion and this technique recognize the shape 
through the shape probability map. The proposed technique 
reduces the size of the memory and also elimination the 
problem in weak edges, noise and occlusion. The experimental 
result shows that the proposed method achieves the better 
speed and accuracy. Since, the proposed technique not well 
performed to predicting medical images. 

Graph Based approach for image segmentation [7] 
proposed new approach for super pixel segmentation which is 
efficiently divide into the segments into sub segments depends 
upon the new proposed method optimized with graph cuts. The 
proposed method was provided the high quality of the super 
pixels which are compact, homogeneous and proper stay to the 
image boundaries. 

Shape prior based iterated random walk [8] proposed 
framework for image segmentation using the random walks 
which was efficiently performed in weak boundaries 
efficiently. The proposed method provides accurate 
segmentation by the combination of distance map prior along 
with the region term in the random walk. The proposed 
algorithm was performed efficiently to align the shape prior 
properly in the current segmentation. However the proposed 
technique does not support the statistical shape model of the 
image. 

Image segmentation based nonlinear statistical shape prior 
[9] presented maximization and minimization (MM) of 
iterative relaxation of the non linear energy function using the 
graph cut algorithm. The shape prior was used to eliminate the 
noise images where the shape prior is the targeted object. The 
energy function in the kernel density estimation minimizes the 
efficient optimization algorithm such as the graph cut 
algorithm. However the proposed algorithm efficiently 
performs in local minima only.  

Modified graph cut for human face [10] presents modified 
graph cut technique for the segmentation to energy 
minimization function of the graph cut. The proposed 
technique focuses the problem of face segmentation from 
images of entire humans which is applied through semi 
automatic way. The proposed technique provides the more 
robust and accurate solution for the face segmentation in 
difficult environments such as low color contrast between the 
background and foreground. Additionally include the shape 
prior term in the original images which is eliminating the need 
of user intervention after segmentation. However the proposed 
algorithm not performed to segment three dimensional models.  

Interactive object segmentation based adaptive shape prior 
[11] proposed adaptive shape prior to increase the interactive 
object segmentation. The proposed method provides the more 
accurate and individual constraint which is exploiting the shape 
information of the segmentation. The combination of non rigid 
information and local shape consistency achieve the automatic 
shape constraint selection system and workload of the user 
efficiently reduced then the segmentation becomes the easier. 
Since the proposed algorithm not provide the optimal solution 
of the image segmentation.  

Shape and edge driven Markov random field Model [12] 
proposed shape and edge driven markov random field 
classification model for the image object extraction. The shape 
prior term develop by the energy function defined by the both 
features of the image and known template about the shape. The 
image edges are extracted and added in the energy function 
which is permit the slight shape deformation. The graph cut 
algorithm used to minimize the energy function additionally 
aligned the process to handle the variations between the target 
object and shape template. The proposed technique efficiently 
extracted object even in the cluttered background and 
occlusion. However the proposed technique has less number of 
the shape template only used in the object extraction process. 

Multi statistical shape prior in image segmentation [13] 
presents a graph cut based segmentation framework which is 
used to segmenting the multi object. The proposed framework 
designed by specific multi label shape prior which is inherited 
by the graph cost function. This technique achieves good trade 
off between the accuracy and computation time. However this 
technique performs not efficiently in the medical industries. 

III. METHODOLOGIES 

The Smoothed Dirichlet process multinomial logistic model 
DPMVL (sDPMVL) based non linear classification is 
performed in the earlier work to improve the smoothness of the 
segmentation by using the improved adaptive random field 
method. The Adaptive MRF smoothing is more accurate and 
the segmentation also more effective. In this paper additionally 
the adaptive shape prior using modified graph cut algorithm 
used to increasing the smoothness of the each segmentation 
label. In order to improve the high segmentation smoothness, 
in this paper the sDPMVL with modified graph cut algorithm 
and sDPMVL modified graph cut algorithm with Adaptive 
Shape prior proposed. 

A. Dirichlet Process Multiple View Learning (DPMVL) 

Design 

The Dirichlet mixture models (DPMMs) permits the 
automatic computation of the number of components. In this 
structure the data points are pointed based on the polya um 
methods 

),(~,~|),(~| 0  GDGGGfX iiii         (3.1) 

 iX - be the data point, 

i  - be the model parameter associated with   
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 f be the parametric density function,  

G - Be the distribution over parameters, which is drawn 
from a Dirichlet process D with, 

0G  - The Base distribution  

    -be the scale parameter.  

Graphical Representation of DPMVL 

The DPMVL model is taken both image features and 
segment labels at the seeding pixels as inputs, and the result of 
a segment label for each unlabeled pixel. In the DPMVL the 

and   denotes the features of two complementary data 

denote as the same image. There are shade vector and diffusion 
signature. The color vector contains the mean RGB values of 
the constituent pixels. The major parameter of images is show 
by allocating the boundary probability for the image pixels. 

Naturally the boundaries interior to semantic objects has 
lower strength than external that outline objects. The spatial 
location of the pixel with based on boundaries provides the 
useful cues for computing the segment label. These cues are 
used to combine the similar features to the pixel inside the 
same semantic objects and combine various features to the 
pixel in different objects. 

In order to show the overall boundary constrains then the 
diffusion signature are established as the feature vector for each 
vertex. These are derived and utilized the diffusion process in 
the graph. In order to produce the numerical descriptions, place 
the labelling sources on the two sides of the Bi (Boundary 

Fragment). Here the S = { }, denotes the set of vertices based 

on the labelling sources. U denotes the set of unlabeled vertices 
then the ʎ  denotes the mean value of boundary probabilities at 

pixels inside .  In two sides of boundary fragment, + ʎ  and - 

ʎ  are allocate.   The vector form is  

 Tisii

i

s BsfBsfBsff ),(),,(),,( 21            (3.2)  

By utilizing the equation (3.2) the stationary solutions to 
find out the whole unlabelled locations determine as the  

i

sSUUU

i

U fsf  

,

1

,                                             (3.3) 

  

After generate of f (v, iB ), the system characterize the 

diffusion signature vector at v as  

                                   (3.4) 

The signature of the diffusion process projects on to the 
subspace learned by principle component analysis (PCA). After 
that the compact representation with dimensions of the small 
variances results from the boundaries with small strength 
filtered out. Then it can be seen that the pixels splitted by the 
main boundaries, which are used to denote the segment 
indicators. It has the significant distance with their diffusion 
signature representations. Y is the output which represents the 
segment label.  

Especially all the components in the mixture modes have 

the parameter φ= (  ,,, ). The two perspectives 

cooperate to decide the possibilities applied for sampling at the 
same time as the data allocate to additives. In the parameter the 
re-estimation is combined with each view inside the 
components are separately updated, and the weight parameters 
are decides the interaction between the two views to 
approximately trade them off. 

Then we define g=  

            (3.5) 

 { ii v, } -Denotes the set of regression parameters.  

The constituent probabilities p(y=j|
ix  ) in the vector g and 

the probability densities  in each view are calculated. 

The DPMVL models are efficiently solve the interaction 
among the two complementary views. Additionally this version 
mechanically alter the stability between the conditional 
distributions found out from the two complementary 
perspectives, such that the view that consists of more 
information for segmentation will be favoured using this extra 
layer of regression. 

The Learning and Inference Phase 

In order to learn the model parameters the Markov chain 
Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm used for posterior sampling. 
The two phases are used in this technique like update the 
information of the component allocating and update the 
parameters of mixture components. 

The DPMVL technique utilizes the markov chain with the 
states which includes the component indices for the data 

 and the parameters (  of the component. The 

computational complexity of the markov chain Monte Carlo 
algorithm leads to the inexpensive. In the learning methods of 
the Markov chain is with the component indices of the data and 
attributes of the component. The Hamiltonian Monte Carlo 
(HMC) utilized the sampling of new parameters of the 
component are drawn. The HMC algorithm is  

           (3.6)  

              (3.7) 

The HMC includes two main phases. Initially the new 
values for d, which is dimensionality of the q, then the 
supplementary variable is drawn randomly through Gaussian 
distribution independently of the current values on the 
variables. The p denotes as the supplementary variables. Then 
the second phases the metropolis update is explore using the 
Hamiltonian dynamic to provide the new state. Then starting 
with the current state (p, q), the Hamiltonian dynamics is 
simulated by using the methods of decentralization. The 
updating for the each step is performed (where ϵ  is a 
parameter):  
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q=q+ϵ p                                                                           (3.8) 

p=p-ϵ ∇U (q)                                                                   (3.9) 

Using the unlabelled pixels, the semi supervised learning is 

utilized. The )( ixp  and )|( ii xjyP  of the unlabelled 

training consider the computed similarity is the labelled 
examples. 

As a replacement for of p ( | ), the DPMVL used E 
{p ( | , )} for an unlabeled training example. We 

resolve  

  (3.10) 

 p( =j) is determined from the labelled data. in this 

technique the unlabelled data are exploited to learn the 
multiple-view feature distributions instead of being discarded. 

Once find the   = ( , ), for 

t= +1,..... + T,i=1,....n  and j=1,2, then use it to 

compute the predictive  distribution of class label for new 

test data (  according to P( = j| )= P( = j, 
)/  p( ). 

 
                            (3.11) 

 

      (3.12) 

Assume the above equations the test components parameter 
are samples from the distribution which is drawn from the 

Dirichlet process D= ( ,  ) 

                                     (3.13) 

The DPMVL method removes the hard decisions on the 
allocating input vectors to components. It provides the 
flexibility in modelling the color and boundary information. 
Finally each test example is allocated to a segment class with 
the highest predictive probability for image segmentation.  

B. Smoothing Segmentation Labels 

 The Dirichlet process based non linear classification is 
performed in the earlier work to improve the smoothness of the 
segmentation by using the improved adaptive random field 
method. The Adaptive MRF smoothing is more accurate and 
the better segmentation effect than traditional MRF methods.  
In this paper the adaptive shape prior using modified graph cut 
algorithm proposed to further increasing the smoothness of the 
each segmentation label. In order to improve the high 
segmentation smoothness, in this paper the adaptive shape 
prior introduced using modified graph cut algorithm.  

Adaptive shapes prior 
The adaptive shape prior proposed new energy function in 

the classical graph cut energy function which is denoted as the 
following way 

E=                                                                    (3.14)                                                                                                              

iE - be the original image energy 

sE -be the Energy term depends upon the shape prior and 

the constant balance between Ei and Es 

The adaptive shape prior  improve the segmentation process 
to modify the energy function of the modified graph cut 
segmentation with the shape prior by the following way 

                                                                                             (3.15) 

Shape probability map 

In shape possibility map α can be representing in several 
approaches which is used to realize the shape prior for each 
pixel of a picture. The term α can be used to refer the shape 
prior probability map. The probability map can be producing 
from the available image level data. On this approach α may be 
predicts from the supervised getting to know and the training is 
a totally simple technique. So the modified energy function 
(3.15) used in the pixel pair p and q with the neigh boring 
pixels. 

Smoothed DPMVL (sDPMVL) Adaptive MRF with Modified 
Graph cut  

The modified graph cut algorithm used to overcome the 
limitation of the graph cut method. The algorithm efficiently 
used in image segmentation without the usage of the 
regularizing parameter. In this technique consider the boundary 
region only. The region information contains in the classical 
graph cut furthermore the regularizing parameter is removed. 
This technique used to reduce the energy function by using the 
following equation. 

     (3.16)                                                                

- Denotes the penalty for allocate both the p and q 

in the same label which is defined as 

                                                                                             (3.17) 

The probability of the pixel p rhymes along with the 
intensity histogram of the object background is provided by the 
following ways 

                                 (3.18) 

The modified graph cut algorithm efficiently reduces the 
memory size by the absence of the regional information. The 
mixture model for the color images also used to handle color 
images the intensity of the mixture model is provided by 

 , the  denotes the color transformation 

factor to transform color images (RGB) to gray scale. 
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Smoothed DPMVL (sDPMVL) Adaptive MRF with Modified 
Graph cut and Adaptive shape prior 

The adaptive shape prior technique takes plenty of 
reminiscence space while implementation performed inside the 
graph cut segmentation. So as to conquer this problem the 
proposed technique used the less energy function. By way of 
using the modified graph cut algorithm the energy function 
written as following methods. 

E=                                                                   (3.19)                                                                                               

-Denotes the modified graph cut energy function, the 

size of this energy function is small compare to classical graph 
cut energy function 

EA- the adaptive shape prior energy function 

                         (3.20)                                                                     

The parameters are explained in the equation 3.21. 

                                                                     

    (3.21) 

 - Denotes the probability values which is originate 

from the probability map  at pixels p, q, ( ) 

denotes the pair wise shape constraint term preset at the p and q 
pixels. The proposed algorithm used for generate the shape 
prior for the energy function is basically comes from the kernel 
method algorithms such as the principal component analysis, 
functional analysis and the filtering algorithms.  

 The energy function for the proposed method is given 
as the following ways 

                 (3.22) 

Using Equation 6.4 the shape of the image taken by the 
adaptive shape prior using modified graph cut algorithm. The 
proposed technique used to increase the smoothness in the 
segmentation labels. 

Pseudo code for Proposed Methodology: 

Step 1: Start the process. 

Step 2: initially the Dirichlet process mixture models 
(DPMMs) method is used for the image Classification. The 
image is classified by using Equation (3.1). 

Step 3:  The Dirichlet process multinomial logistic model 
(DPMNL) is utilized to refer the group of salient features based 
on image structure by using the Equation (3.5). 

Step 4: To learn the parameter the Markov chain Monte 
Carlo (MCMC) algorithm used and then the Hamiltonian 
Monte Carlo (HMC) utilized the sampling of new parameters 
of the component are drawn by using the Equation (3.6) and 
(3.7). 

Step 5: Finally the Smoothed DPMVL (sDPMVL) 
Modified graph cut technique with Adaptive Shape Prior 
methods used for improving the smoothening of the image by 
using the Equation (3.22) 

Step 6: Terminate the process. 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

A. Dataset description 

In the Berkeley segmentation dataset, 12000 hand-labelled 
segmentations of 1000 Corel dataset images from 30 individual 
salient data are collected.  By presenting the data with the color 
image and gray scale image, half of the segmentations and 
remaining half of the segmentations are obtained. The public 
scale based on this data consists of all gray scale and color 
segmentations for 300 images. The total images are separated 
into a training set of 200 images, and a test set of 100 images.  

Input images are taken from the Berkeley segmentation 
dataset shown in Figure 1 and the output of the given image is 
shown in Figure 1 shows the comparison results of 
segmentation images 

 
Fig. 1 Comparison Results of Segmentation Images 

 

 

 

Original Image 

 

 

 

 

sDPMVL-
adaptive MRF with 
Modified Graph cut 

 

 

sDPMVL- 
adaptive MRF with 
Modified Graph cut  
and Adaptive shape 

prior 
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These segmentation processes separate an object of interest 
from the remaining image. The experimental results are 
conducted to evaluate the performance of the improved 
adaptive MRF model, modified graph cut technique and 
modified graph cut technique with shape prior in terms of 
accuracy, precision and recall.  

 

B. Accuracy      

The Accuracy of the system is calculated via the values of 
the True Negative, True Positive, False Positive, False negative 
actual class and predicted class outcome it is defined as 
follows,   

 

The corresponding results of thesDPMVL- Improved 
adaptive MRF Model, sDPMVL-adaptive MRF with Modified 
Graph cut, and sDPMVL- adaptive MRF with Modified Graph 
cut and Adaptive shape prior compared in terms of accuracy. 

 

Fig. 2 Comparison of Accuracy 

In Fig.2, the size of the dataset is plotted on the x axis and 
the accuracy values are plotted on the y axis. The accuracy 
value of proposed sDPMVL- adaptive MRF with Modified 
Graph cut and Adaptive shape prior achieves high accuracy 
values for all sizes of dataset compared to existing sDPMVL-
adaptive MRF with Modified Graph cut and sDPMVL- 
Improved adaptive MRF Model. 

      TABLE I COMPARISON OF ACCURACY 

 

 The table I represents the accuracy value of the sDPMVL- 
Improved adaptive MRF Model, sDPMVL-adaptive MRF with 
Modified Graph cut, and sDPMVL- adaptive MRF with 
Modified Graph cut  and Adaptive shape prior. The 
experimental result shows that the sDPMVL- adaptive MRF 
with Modified Graph cut and Adaptive shape prior provides 
better accuracy value. 

C. Precision 

Precision is defined as the fraction of accurate 

predicted results from the input.  

 
The corresponding results of thesDPMVL- Improved 

adaptive MRF Model, sDPMVL-adaptive MRF with Modified 

Graph cut, and sDPMVL- adaptive MRF with Modified Graph 

cut  and Adaptive shape prior are compared in terms of 

Precision. 

 

 
Fig. 3 Comparison of Precision 

 

In Fig. 3, the size of the dataset is plotted on the x 

axis and the Precision values are plotted on the y axis. The 

Precision value of proposed sDPMVL- adaptive MRF with 

Modified Graph cut and Adaptive shape prior achieves high 

accuracy values for all sizes of dataset compared existing 

sDPMVL-adaptive MRF with Modified Graph cut and 

sDPMVL- Improved adaptive MRF Model.  
 

TABLE II COMPARISON OF PRECISION 

Size of 

dataset   

 

 

Accuracy value in % 

sDPMVL- 

Improved 

adaptive MRF 

Model 

sDPMVL-

adaptive MRF 

with Modified 

Graph cut  

sDPMVL- adaptive 

MRF with Modified 

Graph cut  and 

Adaptive shape 

prior 

200 80 85 90 

300 92 95 99 

400 83 88 95 

600 78 84 91 

Size of 

dataset 

 

 

Precision  value in Sec 

sDPMVL- 

Improved 

adaptive MRF 

Model 

sDPMVL-

adaptive 

MRF with 

Modified 

Graph cut  

sDPMVL- adaptive 

MRF with Modified 

Graph cut  and 

Adaptive shape prior 

200 0.81 0.85 0.90 

300 0.92 0.98 1.05 

400 0.8 0.88 0.95 

600 0.78 0.84 0.91 
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The table II represents the Precision value of the 

sDPMVL- Improved adaptive MRF Model, sDPMVL-

adaptive MRF with Modified Graph cut and sDPMVL- 

adaptive MRF with Modified Graph cut  and Adaptive shape 

prior. The experimental result shows that the sDPMVL- 

adaptive MRF with Modified Graph cut and Adaptive shape 

prior provides better Precision value. 

 

D. Recall 

The recall or true positive rate (TP) is defined as the 

percentage of positive cases that were accurately identified, as 

calculated using the equation: 

 
The corresponding results of thesDPMVL- Improved 

adaptive MRF Model, sDPMVL-adaptive MRF with Modified 

Graph cut, and sDPMVL- adaptive MRF with Modified Graph 

cut  and Adaptive shape prior are compared in terms of Recall. 

 
Fig. 4 Comparison of Recall 

In Fig. 4, the size of the dataset is plotted on the x 

axis and the Recall values are plotted on the y axis. The recall 

value of proposed sDPMVL- adaptive MRF with Modified 

Graph cut and Adaptive shape prior achieves high accuracy 

values for all sizes of dataset compared to existing sDPMVL- 

Improved adaptive MRF Model and sDPMVL-adaptive MRF 

with Modified Graph cut.  

 

TABLE III COMPARISON OF RECALL 

 

The Table III represents the recall value of the 

sDPMVL- Improved adaptive MRF Model, sDPMVL-

adaptive MRF with Modified Graph cut, and sDPMVL- 

adaptive MRF with Modified Graph cut  and Adaptive shape 

prior. The experimental result shows that the sDPMVL- 

adaptive MRF with Modified Graph cut and Adaptive shape 

prior provides better recall value. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The proposed sDPMVL- adaptive MRF with Modified 
Graph cut and Adaptive shape prior technique introduces the 
adaptive shape prior in modified graph cut algorithm which 
increases the smoothness of the segmentation. The proposed 
technique improves the smoothness of the improved adaptive 
MRF Model through adding the shape term in the energy 
function based on a probability map. Based on the intensity 
information the probability map derived when the pixel with 
low probability values. The experimental result shows that the 
proposed method sDPMVL- adaptive MRF with Modified 
Graph cut and Adaptive shape prior achieves better results in 
terms of accuracy, precision and recall compare to sDPMVL- 
Improved adaptive MRF Model and sDPMVL-adaptive MRF 
with Modified Graph cut. 
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Size of 

dataset 

 

 

Recall value in Sec 

sDPMVL- 

Improved 

adaptive MRF 

Model 

sDPMVL-

adaptive MRF 

with Modified 

Graph cut 

sDPMVL- 

adaptive MRF 

with Modified 

Graph cut  and 

Adaptive shape 

prior 

200 0.79 0.85 0.92 

300 0.9 0.93 0.95 

400 0.8 0.85 0.9 

600 0.78 0.84 0.95 
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